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for the multitude of dutie that even a small ves el find ~
imperative. One connection th at may be mentioned is
that which allow of transferring water from the f ore peak
to the aft peak tanks.
These vessel are es entially timber carriers, and all
deck machinery is installed with thi in view. The winches
are a ll fitted with slewing barrels, which permit of oneman doing the two operation of lifting and lewing. The
later ve el have electric light, and small refrige ratingmachine have also been installed ·for handling peri hableproduce.
Discussion.
The President called on Mr. hirra to propose a vote
of thanks to the authors of the paper.

MR. HIRRA. said it had been a great pleasure to him
to have heard the papers read that evening, and he
con idered it a very good thing to have put on record
the experience of shipbuildC']"s. H e had a few remarks
to mak , but was speaking from grneral knowledge only.
With regard to section hown in Fig 1, he considered
they looked rather weak. Referring to the heavy wooden
knees introduced in thi type, he understood they required a great deal of labour to fa hion, and were very
difficult to procure at the prf'sent time, they must certainly be very carefully selected "crooks," and as uch
were hard to handle when of any size, and he thouO"ht it
~ very difficult thing to obtain a proper frame, a the
fa tening were not alway good. ometillH'S iron knees.
with galvani ed iron bolt were u ed as stiffeners. H e
preferred the de ign in Fig. 1 to that in Fig 2. The lattice O"irders certainly appeared efficient, but as they appeared t o be shown fo), u e in a cargo carrier they took
up too much pace. It would be far better if they could
be bunt into the ship 's id ~. l 'he placinO" of longitudinal
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timbers as shown in Fig. 4 i the correct way. Tr ansv erse frames were once universal. It is now difficult to
get longitudinal of any fair length, and the j ointing by
carfing is always weak owing to the giv of the bolts.

If the lattice girders shown in Fig. 4 were in the
hip's side, they would take IIp some of the wracking
strains now taken by the knees. In Fig. 5, if interlacing
beam 111 the form of a raft were provided, vibration
would be overcome somewhat.
Some modern ships ha ,'e liD bil~e, but a chine; a bil!!e
in a ship was a good featUl'f', for it prevents rolling- in
a seaway very much.
Mr . Sinclair's paper deals with the engines of model'Jl
steamers. A few year ago it was quite a common th ing
to hear of broken tail shafts. This was due no doubt to
the makers supplying shafts of too light a section, perhaps with the object of avoiding the introduction of
heavier bearers and increased metal in the scantlings.
Another frequent cause of breakage was a sudden change
in section. H e was glad to say that a decided improvement has been noticed since the StNlI linen; haye been
carried well into the propellor boss.
Tn large, deep draught steamers, it is not a bad plan
to run a pipe out from one of the water' tank' so that
the run off may wash the sand and grit from the spacer
in the tube.
With regard to Mr, Gyler's invention, he would say
it was a good one, anQ. he was very glad to sec it brought
forward at this meeting, so that it may be introduced in
uch a paper as this in our " P roceedings." The principle of wood, iron and steel ships was the same, with
perhaps the exception met with in the fastenings of the
members toge.ther. It was more difficult to obtain a good
fastening in a wooden hip than in one with a metal
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hull. Bunder were apt to stint the yellow metal fasteners, so indispensable to a good j oint, when engaged
upon wooden construction. H e again thanked the authors
for their contribution.
MR. P AYNE
aid he was sure that the ingenuity of the
<lesigners and builders of the coastal hip of to-day, in
provioing , hips to suit the peculiar local conditions, wa
deserving of the highe t praise. He felt he could not
say very much on the subject, but he had great pleasure
in seconding the vote of thanks to the joint authors of
the paper.

(visitor ) said it u ed to be the usual thing
to change the shafts on some Of the small coastal steamers about thr ee times a year, but since the introduction
of the sandproof joint referred to by Mr. inclair, he
could a ure the members that the shafts now had a life
of a many year as they previously had in months. The
essential feature of the invention, as could be seen by
reference to Fig. 2, con isted of the introduction of the
compressible rubber ring which prevent foreign substances from entering the space between shaft and sleeve.
He would say that another reason for frequent breakage
of hafts was that small vessels often had to bump their
way over the bars, and if sand, etc., had worked into
the bearing a "fulcrum" existed, which, with the weight
of the propellors and the working of the ship, caused a
breakage at the part referred to.
M R. G YLER

The oil in the space between shaft and sleeve was
either let in by O"ravity or fOI·ced in by a slight pressure
by a small pump . The oil u ed was a saponifying oil,
and the pres ure generally 5-6 Ibs. per sq. in.
~IR. BURNSIDE

said he had a few point he would like
ome information upon, and perhaps Mr. Reeks would
inform him as to these. First, how were the main keelson
and bearers fastened; and srcond ly, in what mannrr
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were deck strengtheners provided for III thr boat under consideration 1 He a ked for this infoJ'mation because
he was mainly interested in harbour steamers, and thought
that the design of 'these corresponded a great deal with
that of the small coastal steamers.
MR. D ORAN said that, not being an engineer, he could
not contribute anything to the discussion, but as a repr('sentative of one of the large harbour ferries he had been
greatly interested in what he had seen and heard this
·evening, and thanked the authors for the privilege of
being present.
MR. ' FILDES said he would like sOllle further inform at ion as to the meaning of the apparently low figures given
for steel and wood in Fig. 8, viz. :

.24 In wood vessels.

.17 In wood vessrls.
'1.92

JJ1

1.13]

111

. teel vessels .
steel vessrls.

With regard to Mr. Shirra's remarks re girders, he had
had some experience with this type of stiffening in a
gold dredging plant with which he had to do SOI11(, time
ago; in one instance, a girder was carried along the main
timbers, and in another a series of diagonal planking
was carried from stem to stern .
MR. TOURNAy-HIXDE dre,,· sO.ne cliagJ'ams to illustrate
his remarks respecting the method of bracing lmils by
means of longitudinal girdeJ·s and diagonal braces.
~fR. HASEAfER said he was surprised to hear Mr. ,in-clair's statement about Scotch and Colonial boilrrs, then
with regard to 1\1r. R(,pk!;' remarks re th(' adv('nt of
steam in the coastal trade, he took it that the ref('rence
<lealt with the introduction of th(' present type of cargo
earrier on the coast. The question of "hogging" was
-certainly a very hard one to meet, and one that the
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builders had devised some very inO'enious methods t oovercome. He rather thought that too much deference
had been O'iven to the "bush builder," when in reality
the cit y builder had j ust as big drawbacb to fight again t,
such as freight on raw material and labour conditions.
The building of any ve sel, whether for foreign or coastal
trade, is going to be a question of standardisation, in order
that we may compete with other part of the world (take,
for example, all the American yards, which, a. we know,
since the war have practically a-dopted a tandard ship·
thro ughout) . How can we expect to compete unless we
classify and standardi e on similar lines to those adopted
by our com.petitors? He thought we must do this if the
shipbuilding industry is to ·be firml y e tablished in the
Commonwealth. H e did not quite agree with the author
on the question of composite 'hip construction, for he
did not consider it good practice to bury iron in wood
owing to the harmful action that took place between these
materials when damp affected them both'; one would J'ust,
and the other rapidly decay.
The question of stiffening plates along the deck of
wooden vessels had also had hi attention, and he recalled
an incident where a plate had been laid "in the flat"
along the deck o! a certain wooden hip to stiffen it,
when an old and experienced workman aid that uch a
proceedings was wrong and aO'ainst all good practice. H e
(the peaker) quite agreed with this, and would say that
such mean of attempting to stiffen a boat was onlythrowing good material away and wasting money.
He had pleasure in supporting the vote of thanks tothe authors.
<Ir. Marriott
aid he would like to ask Mr .
• inclair the reason for the installation of two suctions
for the circulating pump '-why would not one . ufficeY
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ay, for example, the top opening of the two. Perhaps:.
Mr. Sinclair could give the reason for the apparent
anomaly.
Mr. Russell Sinclair said he was much struck by a
eries of papers delivered by Major Denny, h1 which hesuggests a square section of the new concrete ship now
exercising the minds of builders and designers ill the
United Kingdom and elsewhere. From thf' data givrn
in the paper referred to, it appf'ars that the "st)'aight
line" method of building a ship did 1I0t Jlut her to a
great disadvantage as regards the drawing of thr hull
through the water. H e was inclined to think that 1\1r.
Reek favoured steel ships for our coastal .se)·vice, hut
he considered that even in 10 years' tim e we would
not see the wooden 's hip replaccd by the strel vessel on
the coast.
H e had had considerablc rxperience with steel vessels.
on the coast, and would say that the erosion of the stcel
plates due to bumping on the sand bars at the entrancc~
to the rivers wa a thing not to be too lightl:" !·egaJ'dr.:1.
Then a further trouble was that, owing to th e bUlnpill~
and straining of tho e small vessels when thrashing Up'
against a strong N.E. wind, the rivets were often started
in the bottom plates. One instance he particularly re·
membered wa where, after such an occurrence, the sh ip 's
bilge was filled with concrete, but eyen this did not have
the desired effect, and it was not until the first concrete
was removed and substituted by well reinforced frrro.
concrete that the vessel could be said to be abs01utel .\·
seaworthy.
MR. McEWIN: J would like to join with the others in

thanking Messrs. Reeks and inclair for the extJ'emely
interesting matter which they haye pr"'parrct ior this.
meeting.
1

I

~

'
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Mr. Reeks sugge ts that ships may be built soon of
omething better than steel. I would ugg<'st reinforced
concrete as a better material than a 11 steel , for present
.conditions at least. For thi material thc cupboard skeleton mentioned by Mr. Reeks has no terrors. Concrete
vessels have a low first cost, low cost of maintenance,
and low repair cost. Moreover, standardi ed concrete
vessels could be con tructed at a faster rate than wooc1
or steel ve sels, and could be more quickly repaired than
either of the latter. It is quite true t hat the special cond itions on our coast wh ich give trouble in the design of
wooilen or teel vessels would cause the same trouble in
the design of concrete vessels, and possibly greater
trouble. In other countrie's, however, concrete craft are
being COil ·tructed of all size up to 7500 ton carrying
capacity, and for a great variety of purpose!';. We may
safely assume, then, that problems just as difficult a'3
our own are being met and disposed of atisfactorily
-elsewhere.
ince I brought this subject before the members of
this A 'sociation in July last, remarkable progres has
been made in other countries in the met.hod of hip
-construction. It is to be hoped that Au tralian energies
Illay soon be put into the construction of concrete ships,
not only for coastal 'Work, but also for deep sea work.
This clas of shipbuilding is now established in England,
France, the United tates, Canada, pain, Holland, Italy,
Xorway, Denmark, Sweden, and is said to have been
taken up in Gel'many a1 o.
France has launched her first concrete steamer, and
is building and launching river tugs and other small
vessels. The Scandinavian countries already have con-crete ships in service, and are building light ships and
floating docks of tIll' same material. In the United States
tl1(' sllcces~flll trial trips of the "Faith" have led to the
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l ayin g down of a big programme of concr ete shipbuilding. Contracts are in hand in England and cotland for
t he construction of con crete ships. What has been done
elsewhere can be done ju t as well here, and the public
must look t o Australian engin eers t o push t his matter on.
With r espect t o t he engines of coastal and other vesels, I would lik e to dr aw attention t o the r apid progrrss
made, p ar ticularly on t he 'A merican P acific coast, in the
use of semi-diesel, 'S urface ignition, and other oil engines
fot auxiliary craft. Quite a large fleet of these vessels
ha alr€ady visited Sydney, an d I have had the pleasure
of inspecting most of them. W e must recognise the fact
that the oil engine has come to stay as a serious rival
to the marine steam engine, and there is no doubt that
the use of the oil engined vessels in the coastal service
cannot be long delaycd, n ot only in the form of auxiliaries
with surface ignition engines, but also in the form of
straightout motor ships with full powered diesel engines.
There is really nothing to prevent auxiliary engines at
least being constructed in Au tralia in more than one
design, and it should be possible before long to manufacture diesel engines also.
MR. REEKS, in reply, said the diagrams he had presented that evening were from sketches and particulars forwarded by the various "bush" builders refened to in
the text of his paper, hence the reason for their not being set out in a more elaborate form . The question asked
by Mr. Burnside was an almost impossible one to answer;
the jointing depended so much upon the timber at the
disposal of the builder. With regard to the strengtheners
along the hatches, they were not considered necessary,
and unless specially 'stipulated for were nrver provided.
In reply to Mr. Fildes, he would say that the apparently low stresses in Fig. 8 were not unusually low, and
were worked to in mall vessels such as were now under
con ideration. They were also applicable, however, to
vessels of much larger size.
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With regard to the proposals put forward by 11'.
Tournay-Hinde, they were quite all right, for, uch a system of stiffening by girders and diagonals is to be met
with in vessels designed for special purposes in several
-countries of the world.
Mr. Hasemer's remarks re the value of the plate laid
,Oil the fl at certainly demonstrated that they were of not
much value when laid in that way. In the reference to
the sfeamer he had shown, which wa de, igned for the
Statc brickworks, this showed that what he had proposed
was exactly what had been carried out in the design of
that vessel.
With regard to the question as to why the rise in the
floors had been provided for, he would say that vessels
with flat bottoms often burst the bilge when they get
ashore on the bar, and it had heen proved that thi did
not occur with tho e which had been given a good rise
in the floor plates.
He thanked tho e present for the vote of thanks.
Mr. Russell Sinclair, replying on behalf of Mr. W m.
'Sinclair, said that with regard to Mr. ,. hirra 's remarks
as to the sIze of shafts, he would say that they always
concurred to the Board of Trade rule, plus 10 per cent.
added strength. In reply to Mr. Marriott re the reason
for in taIling two sea valves, he would say that they always provided the lower one to ensure the inflow of water
when the vessel was rolling in a eaway.
The Pre ident drE"W attention to the sy t('m of crossing
the main ,tE'am pipes to the enginE' , and the confusion
that might occur by the ina.dvertent opening of the wrong
valve. Well, he would say that even if this were to
happen, not very much harm could be done, and , in fact,
he had not heard of any complaint in this direction so far.
In an weI' to a question from the Presid('nt" if any flexible coupling were need d when coupling the main engine
haft to the tail shaft, he would ay that this was not provided for in any of the vessels he had been connected
with.
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On behalf of Mr. William Sinclair, he thanked the
members -f or the vote of thanks.
The President. MR. D. F. ]. HARRIeRS, said that at the
present time any paper dealing with the question of ships,
large or small, was of interest to the community as a
whole, and to engineers espccially. The authors had dealt
with the subject of the small coastal steamers particularly, but there was no reason why those discussing it
should not bring into their remarks to some extent the
broad aspect of shipbuilding. They could not have anything but admiration for those who harl developed the
small coa tal steamers of N.S.'\V., and there was perhaps
no place in the world where such craft had so excpedingly difficult conditions to contend with. He was particularly interested to notice Figure 4 in the authors'
;paper .
. ome time ago, the C.S.R. · Co. had occasion to build
a 200-ton lighter, and as the cost of constructing these
on the ordinary ship Cllrve lines had so increased owing
to the difficulty of obtaining bent timbers fOl' the frames,
it was decided to design a lighter with practically flat
botto-m and flat sides, eliminating all bent timbers and
using steel angle knees where necessary. The appearance
of thi boat out of the water ,"vas very much c]'iticised,
but in the water she did not appear nearly so unorthodox, and, alfter some years of use she was so well thought
of by those who had to run her that when a second lighter
was asked for, the request was lllad~ that she should be
a duplicate of the first. It harl come to light during the
last tw~ years that, even in the construction of the large
tandardi ed American wooden steamers, many of these
have been built on absolutely identical lines, the usual
ship curve lines being eli-minated and straight lines substituted. If the model of the lighter referred to and the
model of -the 300ft. long standardised American wooden
.steamer were placed side by side, it would be really difficult to detect any real serious difference in general form .
Again, in the construction of the 7000-ton concrete
ilteamer, "Faith," recently launched in America, it is
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striking to n otice that almo t exactly t he same mod el
had been adopted, practically a Bat bottom and fiat ides
Ifor perhaps t wo-thirds or the length of the hull, with, of
course, weep forward and aft somewhat upon orthodox
lines. Wha t had stru ck him f orcibly about this was
that certain naval architects seemed t o h ave come t o th e
conclusion that very little acrifice wa made in peed on
account of thi unorthodox design for, even large steamers.
Mr. inclair had referred to the standar d d esign reco'mr
mend€d by a leading shipbnild_er of 'Great Britain, an d
this again was imilar. To OIDe extent, of course, the
design had been affected by the n ecessity for quick and
ea 'y construction, but even so it eemed ,to him lilrely
that no serious r eduction of speed wa expected.
Mr. Reeks had taken the precaution of allowing in
the future for the possilbility of some new form of ship
construction, which, in the light of modern progress, wa
qwte conceivable. It was an interesting fact perhaps
to tl.i()se who believed in cycles that eighty years ago
the " W 0W1.en Walls of Old England" were replaced by
"Ironsides," ~nd that forty rears later " Ironsides" were
replaced by :' \;lteel. " Now concrete i being largely
adopted for certli.111 classes of boats, and it is claimed
will be used more i!T'd more for large craft. It would
he indeed unwise to st'ggest what another forty years
would perhaps 'bring forti, . but that some form ()If seamless construction will be tht:> 'lsed he had little doubt
whatever.
With regard to machinery, it set. ......,ed to him tha.t whilst
we had all the facilities for IJD.lllking ~~eam enO'ines of any
size whate~r! and experience also, thiS' form of propelling machinery should , for the present, be ,Rtlhered to . H e
would like to ask Mr. inclair whether, in view of his
remarks about the exceedingly great vibrati"n of the
engine in the small coastal steamers, and in vitOV' of the
short length of hafting between engine and proreilor,
it had been fo und ne!!essary to adopt any form of ti.~v
ible coupling? He would have thought that, with engine:\
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so much on the move, a rigid .coupling would have led to
difficulties.
Again, one feature in the illustration of a typical set
of machinery, a'S shown in Figure 1, he did not like in
cros ing the steam connections to the boiler, that is to'
say, putting the boiler stop valve for the starboard engines on the port ide of the boiler, and vice ver sa; although it might be 's aid that an engineer would always
operate these valves, it was quite conceivable that in an
emergency a mistake might easily be made. Then , with
regard to the author's remark about expansion joints,
these were undoubtedly one of the banes of engineers'
lives, and wherever it was possible nowadays the best
practice was to instal a bend or U pipe rather than attempt to take up the movement in a horizontal direction
through a sliding j oint. Certainly he knew of many instances wher~ packed j oints had, in the course of time,
become so much trouble that the packing. was jammed up
hard, and no expansion allowed to take place.
He was much struck with a reccnt description of an
expansion joint in which no packing whatevcr was used,
but in which both male and female ends of the joint were
made of ibronze, the male end being made a good sliding
fit, and gradually reduced in diameter until at its inner
edge it was perhaps a sixtcf:)nth O'f an inch thick, the
temperature and the pressure of the steam being sufficient to enable this thin edge to be expanded out to the
sides of the female end, and thus make a thoroughly tight
joint. Many of these were in use in the. avy and Mercantile Marine.
Referring again to the question of shipbuilding, although it was perhaps irrelevant, one could not help
feeling more happy about the position of shipbuilding in
Australia at the present moment, for since this Association la t discussed the matter less than a year ago, we
had seen orders placed for some thirty vessels of various
sizes, and he could (}DIy express the hope that the manuI
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facture of such would be carried through by everyone
concerned in a proper spir it, for it indeed was, as much
as ever, a national emergency that we were faced with
in providing tonnage.
P ractically the whole of the Engine ering Associations
of Australia had recently offered their ser vices to the
Commonwealth Government for the formation of Advi ory Committees in national matters arising out of the
war, and he could not help feeling that in the question
of shipbuilding it was surely feasible that the assistance
of professional engineer could be made us~ of in many
direction , without in any way trespassing upon the rights
<>f any person or concern.
Re had very much plea ure in conveying to the authors
the vote of thanks moved, and would ask those present
to carry this in the u ual way, by acclamation .
Before clo ing the meeting, the President asked those
present to join with him in expres ing their pleasure
upon seeing Mr. William Grant, an ex-Councillor of the
A ~ociation, once more among them. As most of them
knew, Mr. Grant had recently gone to Great Britain to
offer his services to the British Government in whatever
.capacity it might think fit .. He knew that Mr. Grant had
rendered excellent service, and that he was only interrupted becau e of the nece sity to return in connection
with pme important matters of a private nature.
Mr. Grant briefly responded, and thanked the members
for their kindly welcome.
Upon the P resident then expre sing, on behalf of the
's sociation, the pleasure it gave them to ee so many visitors pre ent, and that it was always the d ire of the
ociation to bring together engineers intere ted in matters being di cussed by the Association, the meeting terminated.

